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Aggressive non-surgical treatment for
locally advanced breast cancer

Jacquillat C, Baillet F, Weil M, Auclerc G, Housset M,
Auclerc MF, Sell ami M, Jindani A, Thill L, Soubrane C,
Khayat D. (Service d'Oncologie Medicale, Hospital de la
Salpetriere and Service de Radiotherapie, Hospital
Necker, Paris.) Results of a conservative treatment
combining induction (neoadjuvant) and consolidation
chemotherapy, hormonal therapy and external and inter-
stitial irradiation in 98 patients with locally advanced
breast cancer (IIIA-IIIB). Cancer 1988; 61: 1977-82.

SUMMARY
Ninety-eight consecutive patients with locally advanced breast
cancer (stage I1IA-I1IB) were treated with a combination of
chemotherapy, hormonal therapy and radiotherapy between
1980 and 1986. The tumour (T) stage ranged from T3 (Group
1= 30 patients) to T4 (Group II = 68 patients) and the nodal
stage (N) varied from No to N3. After extensive screening to
exclude systemic metastasis, initial treatment consisted of an
intravenous infusion of the following drugs on the first day:
Vinblastine (6 mg/rn-), Thiotepa (6 mg/m-), Methotrexate (25
mg/m-), Adriamycin (30 mg/rn-) and 5-fluorouracil (400 rng/m-).
Prednisolone (30 rng/rn-) was given orally for 5 days after each
infusion. Group I patients received 4 such infusions every 7 days
and Group II patients 6 such infusions every 7 days. Cobalt tele-
therapy (2300 rads) was administered after the above infusions
in four doses over 17 days, along with chemotherapy (excluding
methotrexate and adriamycin) between days 3 and 15 of
radiotherapy. This was followed by endocurietherapy using
Iridium 192 wire implants. The initial chemotherapy was
subsequently resumed (6 courses every 15 days, followed by six
courses every 21 days, followed by 12 courses every month).
Tamoxifen was given to 65 patients.

In 91% of the patients induction chemotherapy showed a response
with complete remission (CR) in 23%. Sixty-three of75 patients
with residual disease after chemotherapy achieved CR with
teletherapy, and the remaining 12 with endocurietherapy. All
patients thus achieved CR by the end of endocurietherapy, and
no patient required surgery. The addition of tamoxifen signific-
antly affected tumour regression. The disease-free and overall
survivals were 62±1O% and 75±9% at 3 years and 55±11 % and
65±13% at 5 years respectively, suggesting an improvement
over previous studies. The main predictive factor for poor survival
was failure to achieve at least 75% tumour regression with
chemotherapy. The cosmetic results were excellent.

COMMENTS
Single modality local therapy is unable to check the high
fatality rate of locally or regionally advanced breast
cancer (T3' T4/ N2, N3)' This is mostly because of the sub-
sequent appearance of systemic metastasis, resulting in a
dismal 8% 5-year survival. Moreover, these modalities do
not provide satisfactory local control, being 50% for
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surgery and 40% to 80% for radiotherapy (depending on
the dose),' Combining the two modalities improves local
control (87%) but the problems of extensive mutilating
surgery and the appearance of metastasis remain un-
resolved.

The concept of administering effective chemotherapy
prior to local treatment thus seems attractive. Theoretically,
there are several advantages: A significant reduction in
the size of the primary tumour followed by either surgery
or radiotherapy, the further understanding of the biology
of tumour regression by specific chemotherapy (in vivo
chemosensitivity), a better selection of adjuvant
chemotherapy based on the response to the earlier treat-
ment, and an improvement in survival resulting from the
containment of systemic micrometastasis. Several of
these hypotheses have been clinically tested and found to
be valid. In some studies, sequential chemotherapy and
radiotherapy have been employed, avoiding mutilating
surgery in many patients.? while others have used a com-
bination of surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy with
prolonged adjuvant chemotherapy (2 years)." An
enhanced 5-year survival in 40% to 48% has been
achieved. .

Jacquillat et al. have added a new therapeutic approach,
i.e. simultaneous and sequential administration of aggres-
sive chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, teletherapy and
brachytherapy, followed by equally aggressive adjuvant
chemotherapy. There was complete remission in 100% of
patients after completion of endocurietherapy. The 5-
year disease-free and overall survivals are also better than
those reported by others.t-' Despite these encouraging
results, a note of caution must be added. Very few
randomized controlled trials have been conducted which
compare the efficacy of local modalities with combination
therapy; hence a definitive survival benefit with the addition
of chemotherapy cannot be concluded on the basis of
historical controls alone.

Breast cancer is a major problem in India where a large
number of patients present with locally advanced disease.
This new mode of therapy is worth trying here, though the
cost and toxic effects, the non-availability of supportive
facilities and the poor compliance by our patients make it
impracticable for use in a large number of them.
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